Local Color Editing Using Color Classification and Boundary Inpainting
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Abstract

Color Editing plays an important role in image processing, which aims to change the original image color according to specific image color characteristics. We present a new interactive local color editing method. The user first draws strokes specifying the target region needed to transfer color, which can be segmented using K-means clustering. Then patch-based inpainting technology is applied to achieve natural transition along the boundary. In the course of color editing, only the color of the pixels in this segmented region is transferred, while others including the boundary region and the background remain unchanged. The experimental results show that our method can achieve a visually satisfying local color editing results.

1. Introduction

Color transfer is an important image editing technology, widely used in movie production, photo processing, art design, etc. The interactive color transfer technique allows to change the original image color style in terms of user’s intent, which is more flexible than the automatic color transfer. In this paper, we focus on local color editing. On the basis of the interactive technology, the region of interest (ROI) is segmented out through color classification, and then we apply the color transfer in the ROI. However, inaccurate segmentation caused by insufficient sampling, would result in unnatural effects along the boundary. In this paper, we propose a local color editing method transferring colors from reference image to the ROI of the source image, exploiting color classification for segmentation and applying boundary correction for natural transition between the ROI and the background.

The interactive local color editing presented in this paper has three stages: user-specified target region segmentation, region boundary correction and color transfer. Users draw some strokes on the source image and the reference image to specify the ROI needed to transfer color and the reference color respectively. The pixels of the source image are classified using the K-means based color classification with user specifies, which can roughly cut the ROI out. Then the boundary is modified by inpainting. In the phase of color transfer, only the ROI pixels are applied color transfer. With boundary correction, the transition from the ROI to the background is much more natural and believable.

The main contributions of this paper include following three aspects: 1) Proposing the color classification for region segmentation. 2) Introducing inpainting into boundary correction. 3) The effectiveness and applicability of the proposed method are proved by our experimental results.

2. Related work

Generally speaking, color transfer can be divided into global and local color transfer. Reinhard et al. [5] proposed a global color transfer method imposing a reference image’s color characteristics into another source image using statistical analysis. The color of the source image is transferred according to the mean and standard deviation of the color values in the source and reference image, with keeping the image content naturally. A variety of methods are proposed to improve Reinhard’s color mapping method [5] to achieve better color transfer results, e.g.[2][6][7][8].

There have been proposed many algorithms for local color transfer. An important color transfer method is to propagate the new color of pixels in the strokes to other pixels of the source image [4][7]. Li et al. [4] casted the editing interpolation to the radial basis function interpolation, improving the efficiency of color transfer for large image and video. Wang et al. [7]...
presented the mean value coordinates based local color transfer method, applying Reinhard’s linear color transfer method \[5\] and the discrete mean value coordinates model.

Image segmentation is a simple and feasible solution for local color transfer \[6\][8]. Wen et al. \[8\] proposed a system for image enhancement by using interactive color transfer algorithm. Firstly, an improved graph cut algorithm was presented for segmentation. Then a Gaussian probability-weighted color transfer algorithm was applied between corresponding image region pairs. At the end, the authors used a gradient based smoothness term to improve the results, which improves the controllability of the method.

However, currently there is no perfect segmentation algorithm which is always accurate. Visual unsatisfied or even artifacts arise along the boundary between the ROI and the background, due to the contrast variance of the new color and the source color. To overcomes this problem of color transfer, we introduce inpainting into local color editing, which greatly improves the visual effect along the boundary and achieves natural color transfer results.

### 3. User stroke based local color editing

The local color editing method we proposed exploits color classification, image segmentation, boundary correction, and color transfer. The pipeline of our method is shown in Fig.2. As previous mention, user should draw several strokes both on the source image and the reference image to specify the color desired to be transferred and the new color. At the second stage, we apply the K-means based color classification method to segment the ROI out, and the boundary of which is corrected by inpainting in the following stage. Finally, a color transfer operation is applied to transfer colors from the reference image to the source image.

#### 3.1. User stroke

What are necessary for color transfer in the last phase are the original color from the source image and the new color from the reference image. It is easy to get these colors by drawing strokes on images. Specially, those strokes on the source image ought to involve all the colors that need to transfer in the ROI, to ensure the accuracy of color classification.

The pixels of source image can be denote as \(\langle p, v, C, R \rangle\), \(p\) presents the coordinates of the pixel, \(v\) is the color vector, \(C\) is the color category, and \(R\) labels which region the pixel belongs to: 0 (background), 1 (foreground), or -1 (boundary inpainting region). Given a source image \(I_s\) and a reference image \(I_r\), we denote the final color transfer result as \(I_t\). \(P_s = \{(p_i, v_i, C_i)|i = 1, ..., n_1\}\) and \(Q_r = \{(p_j, v_j)|j = 1, ..., m\}\) respectively present the set of pixels under the user strokes in the source image and the reference image. Generally, \(P_s \in I_s\).

#### 3.2. Region extraction by color classification

It is necessary to segment the ROI out for local color editing at first. We first use K-means clustering algorithm to divide source image into different regions based on the color categories. According to the original colors from user strokes, we merge corresponding re-
Textural segmentation based method is shown in Fig. 3. The procedure of this region extraction method is shown in Fig. 3. Source image. (d) Result using K-means classification for boundary correction discussed in section 3.3. (c) Result of image segmentation. (b) Schematic illustration for boundary correction using inpainting results near obscure boundary. Here, we introduce inpainting into our local color editing to achieve visually satisfying results near obscure boundary.

As shown in Fig. 4(b), we expanded ROI 5-10 pixels to get a narrow loop, defined as boundary inpainting region Ω = \{ (p_l, v_l, C_l, -1) | l = 1, ..., n_2 \}, and replace Ψ̂p, a patch centered on pixel \( p, p \in \Omega \), with the most similar patch from the background \( \Phi \) to propagate image texture. The target patch \( \Psi \hat{q} \) is defined as

\[
\Psi \hat{q} = \arg \min_{\Psi q \in \Phi} d(\Psi \hat{p}, \Psi q),
\]

where patch \( \Psi \hat{p} \) has highest priority on the fill front, and the distance \( d(\Psi \hat{p}, \Psi q) \) between \( \Psi \hat{p} \) and \( \Psi q \) is defined as the sum of squared differences of those already filled pixels in the two patches.

Then each pixel in \( \Omega \) is updated to \( \Omega = \{ (p_l, v'_l, C_l, -1) | l = 1, ..., n_2 \} \).

3.4. Color transfer operator

We apply the method proposed by Reinhard et al. [5] to transfer colors. Define the mean and variance of the ROI \( I'_s \) and the set of pixels of the reference image stroke \( Q_r \) as follows

\[
\mu_s = \frac{1}{n'} \sum_{i=1}^{n'} v_i, \quad \sigma_s = \frac{1}{n'} \sum_{i=1}^{n'} (v_i - \mu_s)^2.
\]

\[
\mu_r = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} v_j, \quad \sigma_r = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (v_j - \mu_r)^2.
\]

According to the formula provided in the Reinhard’s method [5], we can calculate the new color of pixels \( I'_s = \{ (p_i, v_i, C_i, 1) | i = 1, ..., n' \} \) by

\[
\bar{v}_i = \sigma_s^2 \left( v_i - \mu_s \right) + \mu_r.
\]

Consequently, we get the final result \( I_s = \{ (p_i, \bar{v}_i, C_i, 1) | I_i = 1, ..., n' \} \cup \{ (p_j, v'_j, C_j, -1) | j = 1, ..., N - n' - n_2 \} \cup \{ (p_j, v_j, C_j, 0) | j = 1, ..., N - n' - n_2 \} \).

4. Experimental results and discussion

In this section we demonstrate our experimental results and the comparisons with previous methods. The experimental input is a source image and a reference image with the user strokes on corresponding image region. Note that it is unnecessary to mark the unchanged region of source image, which on contrary is essential for previous methods. Our method can be extended to the case of multiple strokes or multiple reference images [8].

Most of the experiments with parameters \( K = 10 \) and the window in boundary inpainting set to be \( 3 \times 3 \) achieve good results. For K-means based color classification for segmentation, \( K \) must enable accurate color classification. Smaller setting of \( K \) is for simple color
distribution. The boundary inpainting region depends on the difference of segmentation boundary and the real target boundary, which must cover the real target boundary. In the stage of boundary inpainting, small size of patch window allows better propagation of the background’s structure and color, which is time-consuming however.

We first compare the results of Wang’s method [7]. It’s hard to tell the difference between the results as shown in the first row of Fig.5(c) and (d). However, as shown in the rest two rows of Fig.5(c) and (d), the background is changed partially and the color in source image stroke can still be seen. Ours transferring corresponding color entirely to the whole ROI, is more natural and satisfying on the contrary.

Fig 6 shows the two comparison of our method and the edit propagation method proposed by Li et al. [4]. In the first experiment, two kinds of strokes are given: one specifies the color of pixels to be transferred, one specifies those remain unchanged which is not demonstrated in Fig.6(a). The background of the result in Fig.6(c) has been changed greatly, on the contrary, as shown in Fig.6(d), our result’s background is well preserved. Whereas, in second experiment, only one kind of strokes is given specifying the color of those pixels will be changed into the new color. The result of second experiment in Fig.6(c) is far from user’s expectation, while ours is much better.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new local color editing method exploiting color classification and linear color transfer. We particularly apply inpainting for natural transition between the target region of user’s interest and the background. Our experiments show that our method can segment the target region out to transfer color, according to the users’ expectations, and achieve natural results. Finally, Our method need to make a further improvement on the discrimination of similar colors.
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